Lift Chairs
Product Description, Features & Specifications
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OUR MISSION

Since 1993, HPU Medical Wholesale has dedicated itself to
developing and providing health care solutions that allow
individuals, with physical challenges, the opportunity to safely
enjoy the freedom of increased mobility and independence.

Our Values

We continually work closely with industry professionals to stay
informed of market trends and our clients changing needs with an
ongoing commitment to our four core values:
Continuously Improve—the quality of life for clients through
increased comfort, function and mobility.
Be Accountable—for the solutions we provide.
Exceed Expectations—with results that match the needs of the
individual.
Be Progressive—by developing, and introducing new products
that reflect our level of dedication to improved mobility and
independence.

Our Goal

With compassion, commitment, and core values intact, we strive to
remain a reliable and responsible source of better living solutions.
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Lift Chairs features

The spring
assisted footrest
on all models will
flip up if it comes
in contact with
an obstruction
when lowering to
minimize injury or
damage.

Our Saturn and
Mercury models
are upgraded
to include a
cup holder and
adjustable tray for
the convenience
of the user.
Mercury also
includes leather
upholstery and
heat & massage.

Supplied locking
swivel casters can
be installed on all
models, except
Earth and Mars
which have 3”
casters. Ideal for
users who may
want to move their
chair occasionally
or rental units.

The Earth and
Mars models are
our institutional
models that
include 3” locking
casters, push
bars, vertical lift,
removable arms
and shoulder
wings and
incontinent proof
black upholstery.

Features:
• Lounger style that fully supports the legs
(no gap between footrest & seat)
• Removable back for easy handling
• Easy to use hand control
• UL / CUL Approved
• Maximum seat elevation with superb
stability in full lift position
• Wide construction provides greater
side to side stability

Jupiter
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Saturn

• Top steel base for durability & cross supports
• Engineered bushings & washers at pivot
points provide quiet smooth operation
& durability
• Direct drive activation synchronizes right
& left sides for easy opening
• Low voltage motor, 24 volt
• Battery Back Up

Pluto

Venus

Earth

Mercury

Lift Chairs (2 motors)
Mars CH4004M (Earth Grey)
The Mars lift chair is a three position lift chair that, in addition to lifting in a conventional
tilt forward manner, will lift vertically to allow side transfers to or from a bed. It comes
standard with earth grey incontinent proof upholstery and features four 3” casters for
easy repositioning and transportation of users. With detachable armrests and shoulder
wings this chair makes side transfers a possibility for those who are unable to stand.
With a Wide/Tall size rating, this chair will accommodate people of wider widths and
above average heights. The Mars Lift chair also features a vertical lift function where the
entire chair will lift vertically 6” and the arms and shoulder wings can be removed for
users who must, or prefer, a side transfer to and from the chair.
- Three position recline
- Four locking 3” swivel casters
- Detachable armrests
Model
Names

Mars

Model
numbers:

CH4004M
(Earth Grey)

Weight
Capacity:

352 lbs
(160 kg)

Seat Width:

21.1”
(53.6 cm)

Seat Depth:

21.1”
(53.6 cm)

Back Height:

26.9”
(68.3 cm)

Seat Height:

19.9”
(50.5 cm)

Overall Width:

30”
(76.2 cm)

Overall Depth:

68.3”
(173.5 cm)

Overall Height
(down):

41.7”
(105.9 cm)

Overall Height
(raised):

57.3”
(145.5 cm)

Max. Vertical
Lift:

6”
(15.5 cm)

Box 1

88CM x 97CM
x 72CM

Box 2

82CM x 83CM
x 38CM

Net weight

60 kg (box1)
6.5 kg (box 2)

Gross Weight

64 kg (box1)
8.5 kg (box 2)

- Incontinence proof upholstery
- Push Handle for user transport
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Lift Chairs (2 motors)
Earth CH4012M (Earth Grey)
The Earth lift chair is a three position lift chair that, in addition to lifting in a conventional
tilt forward manner, will lift vertically to allow side transfers to or from a bed. It comes
standard with earth grey incontinent proof upholstery and features four 3” casters for
easy repositioning and transportation of users. With detachable armrests and shoulder
wings this chair makes side transfers a possibility for those who are unable to stand.
With a Wide/Tall size rating, this chair will accommodate people of wider widths and
above average heights. The Earth lift chair also features a vertical lift function where the
entire chair will lift vertically 6” and the arms and shoulder wings can be removed for
users who must, or prefer, a side transfer to and from the chair.
- Three position recline
- Four Locking 3” Casters
- Detachable armrests
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Model
Names

Earth

Model
numbers:

CH4012M
(Earth Grey)

Weight
Capacity:

352 lbs
(160 kg)

Seat Width:

20.7”
(52.6 cm)

Seat Depth:

19.9”
(50.5 cm)

Back Height:

28.5”
(72.4 cm)

Seat Height:

21.1”
(53.6 cm)

Overall Width:

29.3”
(74.4 cm)

Overall Depth:

68.6”
(174.2 cm)

Overall Height
(down):

45.2”
(114.8 cm)

Overall Height
(raised):

58.5”
(148.6 cm)

Max. Vertical
Lift:

6”
(15.2 cm)

Box 1

88CM x 97CM
x 72CM

Box 2

79CM x 73CM
x 39CM

Net weight

63 kg (box1)
9.8 kg (box 2)

Gross Weight

67 kg (box1)
11.8 kg (box 2)
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- Push Handle for user transport
- Incontinence proof upholstery

Lift Chairs (2 motors)
Mercury CH4011M (Dark Brown) CH4013 M (Tan)
The Mercury lift chair is an infinite position lift chair available with dark brown or tan
genuine leather upholstery. While it comes fitted with rubber pads to prevent floor damage
and provide stable positioning, the 4 supplied locking casters can be installed to ease
repositioning the chair. Additionally, the Mercury comes equipped with an adjustable tray
and a cup holder for user convenience.
With a Medium/Short size rating, this chair will accommodate people of average widths
and shorter heights.
- Infinite position recline
- Four locking swivel casters included
- Genuine leather upholstery
Model
Names

Mercury

Model
numbers:

CH4011M
(Dark Brown)

- Manual tray and cup holder
- Heat and Massage

CH4013M
(Tan)
Weight
Capacity:

352 lbs
(160 kg)

Seat Width:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Seat Depth:

19.1”
(48.5 cm)

Back Height:

26.9”
(68.3 cm)

Seat Height:

19.1”
(48.5 cm)

Overall Width:

28.9”
(73.4 cm)

Overall Depth:

69.8”
(177.3 cm)

Overall Height
(down):

42.5”
(108 cm)

Overall Height
(raised):

55”
(139.7 cm)

Max. Vertical
Lift:

n/a

Box 1

81CM x 77CM
x 65CM

Box 2

76CM x 67CM
x 33CM

Net weight

45 kg (box1)
6 kg (box 2)

Gross Weight

47 kg (box1)
8 kg (box 2)
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Lift Chairs (2 motors)
Saturn CH4005M (Blue) CH4006M (Brown)
The Saturn lift chair is an infinite position lift chair available with brown or blue upholstery.
While it comes fitted with rubber pads to prevent floor damage and provide stable
positioning, the 4 supplied locking casters can be installed to ease repositioning the
chair. Additionally, the Saturn comes equipped with an adjustable tray and a cup holder
for user convenience.
With a Wide/Average size rating, this chair will accommodate people of wider widths and
average height.
- Infinite position recline
- Four locking swivel casters included
Model
Names

Saturn

Model
numbers:

CH4005M
(Blue)
CH4006M
(Brown)
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Weight
Capacity:

352 lbs
(160 kg)

Seat Width:

21.1”
(53.6 cm)

Seat Depth:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Back Height:

28.5”
(72.4 cm)

Seat Height:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Overall Width:

31.2”
(79.2 cm)

Overall Depth:

73.3”
(186.2 cm)

Overall Height
(down):

43.3”
(110 cm)

Overall Height
(raised):

58.5”
(148.6 cm)

Max. Vertical
Lift:

n/a

Box 1

81CM x 83CM
x 79CM

Box 2

n/a

Net weight

54 kg

Gross Weight

60 kg
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- Manual tray and cup holder

Lift Chairs (2 motors)
Pluto CH4007M (Blue) CH4008M (Brown)
The Pluto lift chair is an infinite position lift chair available with brown or blue upholstery.
While it comes fitted with rubber pads to prevent floor damage and provide stable
positioning, the 4 supplied locking casters can be installed to ease repositioning the
chair.
With a Medium/Average size rating, this chair will accommodate people of medium
width and average height.
- Infinite position recline

Model
Names

Pluto

Model
numbers:

CH4007M
(Blue)

- Four locking swivel casters included

CH4008M
(Brown)
Weight
Capacity:

352 lbs
(160 kg)

Seat Width:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Seat Depth:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Back Height:

27.3”
(69.3 cm)

Seat Height:

20.3”
(51.6 cm)

Overall Width:

33.5”
(85.1 cm)

Overall Depth:

72.2”
(183.4 cm)

Overall Height
(down):

43.7”
(111 cm)

Overall Height
(raised):

57.7”
(146.6 cm)

Max. Vertical
Lift:

n/a

Box 1

80CM x 86CM
x 83CM

Box 2

n/a

Net weight

53 kg

Gross Weight

59 kg
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Lift Chairs (2 motors)
Venus CH4009M (Brown) CH4010M (Blue)
The Venus lift chair is an infinite position lift chair available with brown or blue upholstery.
While it comes fitted with rubber pads to prevent floor damage and provide stable
positioning, the 4 supplied locking casters can be installed to ease repositioning the
chair.
With a Medium/Average size rating, this chair will accommodate people of medium
width and average height.
- Infinite position recline

Model
Names

Venus

Model
numbers:

CH4009M
(Brown)
CH4010M
(Blue)

Weight
Capacity:

352 lbs
(160 kg)

Seat Width:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Seat Depth:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Back Height:

29.3”
(74.4 cm)

Seat Height:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Overall Width:

32.4”
(82.3 cm)

Overall Depth:

72.9”
(185.2 cm)

Overall Height
(down):

45.2”
(114.8 cm)

Overall Height
(raised):

58.5”
(148.6 cm)

Max. Vertical
Lift:

n/a

Box 1

84CM x 87CM
x 68CM

Box 2

85CM x 70CM
x 36.5CM

Net weight

47 kg (box1)
6.7 kg (box 2)

Gross Weight

50.3 kg (box1)
8.7 kg (box 2)
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- Four locking swivel casters included

Lift Chairs (2 motors)
Jupiter CH4002M (Blue) CH4003M (Brown)
The Jupiter lift chair is an infinite position lift chair available with brown or blue upholstery.
While it comes fitted with rubber pads to prevent floor damage and provide stable
positioning, the 4 supplied locking casters can be installed to ease repositioning the
chair.
With a Medium/Average size rating, this chair will accommodate people of medium
width and average height.
- Infinite position recline

Model
Names

Jupiter

Model
numbers:

CH4002M
(Blue)

- Four locking swivel casters included

CH4003M
(Brown)
Weight
Capacity:

352 lbs
(160 kg)

Seat Width:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Seat Depth:

20.3”
(51.6 cm)

Back Height:

28.1”
(71.4 cm)

Seat Height:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Overall Width:

35.1”
(89.2 cm)

Overall Depth:

73.3”
(186.2 cm)

Overall Height
(down):

43.7”
(111 cm)

Overall Height
(raised):

58.9”
(149.6 cm)

Max. Vertical
Lift:

n/a

Box 1

85CM x 94CM
x 69CM

Box 2

79CM x 83CM
x 35CM

Net weight

50 kg (box1)
8.5 kg (box 2)

Gross Weight

54 kg (box1)
10.5 kg (box 2)
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Lift Chairs (1 motor)
Jupiter CH4014M (Blue)
The Single Motor Jupiter lift chair is an three position lift chair available with brown or blue
upholstery. While it comes fitted with rubber pads to prevent floor damage and provide
stable positioning, the 4 supplied locking casters can be installed to ease repositioning
the chair.
Its simple two button pendant control operates the foot and back together with
the push of a button. One button for up and one button for down and recline.
With a medium/average size rating, this chair will accommodate people of medium width
and average height.
- Three position recline
Model
Names

Jupiter
(One motor)

Model
numbers:

CH4014M (Blue)

Weight
Capacity:

352 lbs
(160 kg)

Seat Width:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Seat Depth:

20.3”
(51.6 cm)

Back Height:

28.1”
(71.4 cm)

Seat Height:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Overall Width:

35.1”
(89.2 cm)

Overall Depth:

73.3”
(186.2 cm)

Overall Height
(down):

43.7”
(111 cm)

Overall Height
(raised):

58.9”
(149.6 cm)

Max. Vertical
Lift:

n/a

Box 1

85CM x 94CM x 69CM

Box 2

79CM x 83CM x 35CM

Net weight

50 kg (box1)
8.5 kg (box 2)

Gross Weight

54 kg (box1)
10.5 kg (box 2)
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- Four locking swivel casters included

Lift Chairs (1 motor)
Jupiter CH4015M (Brown)
The Single Motor Jupiter lift chair is an three position lift chair available with brown or blue
upholstery. While it comes fitted with rubber pads to prevent floor damage and provide
stable positioning, the 4 supplied locking casters can be installed to ease repositioning
the chair.
Its simple two button pendant control operates the foot and back together with
the push of a button. One button for up and one button for down and recline.
With a medium/average size rating, this chair will accommodate people of medium width
and average height.
- Three position recline
Model
Names

Jupiter
(One motor)

Model
numbers:

CH4015M (Brown)

Weight
Capacity:

352 lbs
(160 kg)

Seat Width:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Seat Depth:

20.3”
(51.6 cm)

Back Height:

28.1”
(71.4 cm)

Seat Height:

19.5”
(49.5 cm)

Overall Width:

35.1”
(89.2 cm)

Overall Depth:

73.3”
(186.2 cm)

Overall Height
(down):

43.7”
(111 cm)

Overall Height
(raised):

58.9”
(149.6 cm)

Max. Vertical
Lift:

n/a

Box 1

85CM x 94CM x 69CM

Box 2

79CM x 83CM x 35CM

Net weight

50 kg (box1)
8.5 kg (box 2)

Gross Weight

54 kg (box1)
10.5 kg (box 2)

- Four locking swivel casters included
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Saturn

Pluto

Venus

Earth

Mercury

Model
Names

Seat
Width

Seat
Depth

Seat
Height*

Back
Height

Notes

Mercury

19½"

19.1"

19.1"

26.9"

Heat &
Massage, Black
or Tan Leather
Upholstery, Tray,
Cup Holder

Venus

19½"

19½"

19½"

29¼"

Brown or Blue

Jupiter

19½"

20¼"

19½"

28.1"

Brown or Blue

Pluto

19½"

19½"

20.3"

27.3"

Brown or Blue

Saturn

21.1"

19½"

19½"

28½"

Brown or Blue,
Tray, Cup Holder

26.9"

Vertical Lift,
Incontinent Proof
Upholstery,
Removable Arms

26.9"

Vertical Lift,
Incontinent Proof
Upholstery,
Removable Arms

Mars

Earth

21"

20¾"

21"

19.1"

19.9"

19.1"
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